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Abstract: Kant offers the following argument for the Formula of Humanity: Each rational agent necessarily conceives of her own rational nature as an end in itself and does so on the same grounds as every other rational agent, so all rational agents must conceive of one another’s rational nature as an end in itself. As it stands, the argument appears to be question-begging and fallacious. Drawing on resources from the Formula of Universal Law and Kant’s claims about the primacy of duties to oneself, I propose a contractualist reconstruction of this puzzling line of reasoning.

In the second section of the *Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals*, Kant offers what his admirers and critics alike have described as a ‘mysterious’ (Dean 2006: 129), ‘tedious’ (Rawls 2000: 196) ‘obscure’ (Paton 1948: 176), ‘terse’ (Wood 2008: 89) and ‘unsatisfactory’ (Haezrahi 1962: 209) argument for the Humanity Formula of the Categorical Imperative (FH):
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The ground of this principle is: *Rational nature exists as an end in itself*. This is the way in which a human being necessarily conceives his own existence, and it is therefore a subjective principle of human actions. But it is also the way in which every other rational being conceives his existence, on the same rational ground which holds also for me; hence it is at the same time an objective principle from which, since it is a supreme practical ground, it must be possible to derive all laws of the will. The practical imperative will therefore be the following: *Act in such a way that you treat humanity, whether in your own person or in any other person, always at the same time as an end, never merely as a means.*
Kant adds this ‘curious’ (Wood 2008: 94) footnote:

* This proposition I put forward here as a postulate. The grounds for it will be found in the final chapter (G 4:428-9).²

We can initially represent Kant’s argument for FH as follows:³

Premise (P) - Each rational agent necessarily conceives of her own rational nature as an end in itself and does so on the same grounds as every other rational agent.

Conclusion (C) – Therefore, all rational agents must conceive of one another’s rational nature as an end in itself.

As it stands, the argument appears to be question-begging and fallacious. Why think that all rational persons regard themselves as ends in themselves, and for the same reasons? And even if we all value ourselves in this way on the same grounds, why would it follow that we must value others in that way as well? Several interpretations of this line of reasoning have been proposed, often as part of broader strategies for understanding Kant’s normative ethical theory as a whole. Although I describe various problems with these interpretations, I do not try here to refute the more comprehensive readings of Kant in which they figure. The concerns I raise may be overcome, but they suggest some widely-held and reasonable features that many of us would like to see in an argument for why humanity must always be treated as an end in itself. My aim is to offer a new reconstruction of Kant’s proof of the Formula of Humanity that satisfies these criteria better than its main rivals. If successful, the argument as I reconstruct it has a contractualist character that may be of interest to contemporary followers of Kant who are looking for a way to justify, rather than assume, the unconditional and objective value of rational nature.
Kant’s commentators have puzzled over his repeated insistence that duties to oneself are the foundation of duties to others (MM 6:418; C 27:341; V 27:579-80). One way of understanding this point is that Kant’s normative ethical theory begins at a fundamental level with the idea of a rational person who conceives of her own rational nature as an end in itself. Such a person recognizes duties to treat herself accordingly – she avoids servility, for example, protects herself, develops her rational powers, refuses to allow others to disparage or humiliate her. She does not think, however, that it immediately follows from the status she assigns herself that others thereby have reasons to treat her rational nature as an end in itself as well. But rational agents are also deeply committed to a kind of moral reciprocity and mutuality in the form of the Formula of Universal Law, which can be read in the spirit of moral contractualist theories to require acting only on principles that are, in a sense, acceptable to all in light of their respective rational interests. Part of what determines whether or not a principle is acceptable to a particular agent is whether or not it allows her to treat her own humanity as an end in itself. Rational agents could agree to treat humanity in one another as an end in itself, therefore, because this other-regarding duty allows each of them to satisfy self-regarding duties to treat their own rational nature as an end in itself while affording the same opportunity to others.

After providing some background and context for Kant’s argument for the Formula of Humanity (Section 1), I survey various interpretations of the Premise (Section 2) and of the inference from the Premise to the Conclusion (Section 3). While the concerns I raise may not be decisive, they suggest some desiderata for a proof of FH that some of Kant’s allies will find plausible – most importantly, the argument must not appeal to an already existing, intrinsic, agent-neutral value and it must avoid the fallacy of erroneously claiming that if someone values a feature of themselves then they must value that same feature in others, for someone may value
her humanity because it is hers, which would not thereby commit her to valuing the rational nature of others. I then present my contractualist interpretation of Kant’s argument for the Formula of Humanity and argue that it satisfies the desiderata I identify better than its competitors. I conclude by explaining how Kant uses this same basic argumentative strategy in the *Metaphysics of Morals* to argue for particular duties of beneficence and respect for others.

1. Background

Kant’s argument for the Formula of Humanity plays a prominent role in the larger project he undertakes in his *Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals*. His stated aims there are to ‘seek out’ the supreme principle of morality, by arguing in the first two chapters that the various formulations of the Categorical Imperative are implicit in ordinary moral notions of good will and duty, and to ‘establish’ that principle, by showing in the third chapter that our common belief in morality is not illusory (G 4:392). Kant’s striking claim in Chapter Two is that what it is to be subject to duty is to be under a Categorical Imperative, which he defines as an unconditional, comprehensive and necessary requirement of reason addressed to beings who can but might not follow it (G 4:413-14; 419-21). His initial statement of the supreme moral principle in that chapter is the Formula of Universal Law (FUL): ‘Act only on that maxim by which you can at the same time will that it should become a universal law’ (G 4:421). He goes on to argue that if there is to be a Categorical Imperative, there must be an ‘objective end’ or ‘end in itself’ that provides good and sufficient reasons for each and every rational being to follow it (G 4:427-8). In two quick arguments, Kant contends that rational agents are just such ends in themselves, which leads him to conclude that if there is a Categorical Imperative then it can be expressed as the Formula of Humanity: ‘Act in such a way that you treat humanity, whether in your person or in any other person, always at the same time as an end, never merely as a means’ (G 4:429).
Before we examine these arguments for FH, I note a few basic points. First, there is widespread disagreement about what our humanity or rational nature consists in – some think it is our capacity to set ends, others our autonomy, still others our capacity for moral deliberation and action. Second, Kant’s commentators diverge over whether the Humanity Formula is essentially the same as the Formula of Universal Law – some think FH is equivalent to FUL by prohibiting maxims that others could not possibly share while others contend that FH requires us to respect, honor and cherish a special dignity or status had by all rational agents. Third, the crucial clause in the Humanity Formula is the one enjoining us to treat humanity in ourselves and others as an end in itself, which includes, and is more comprehensive than, the other clause forbidding us from treating humanity as a mere means. Finally, there are longstanding puzzles about how to apply FH to real-world moral problems without generating moral dilemmas.

Kant’s first argument that rational nature in persons is an end in itself is evidently an argument by elimination (G 4:428). The objects of our inclinations, according to Kant, do not always provide overriding reasons for us to act so they do not have the unconditional and objective worth that would be necessary to ground the Categorical Imperative, which commands us to act whether we are inclined to or not. Similarly, Kant claims that our inclinations themselves are not objectively valuable in the way that would be needed to ground the Categorical Imperative. Non-rational ‘things’ are not ends in themselves either, according to Kant, because they do not give us unconditional and overriding reasons to act. The only remaining candidate is apparently rational nature in persons, so Kant concludes that humanity in ourselves and others is an end in itself.

His second argument for FH, which has received considerably more attention, is in some ways analogous to John Stuart Mill’s ‘proof’ of the principle of utility, so I will refer to it as
Kant’s proof of the Humanity Formulation of the Categorical Imperative, or ‘Kant’s proof’ for short. Mill argues that because we each desire our own happiness, our happiness is good to each of us, so the general happiness is good to the aggregate of everyone. Similarly, Kant contends that because we each value our own rational nature on the same grounds as everyone else values theirs, we must value the rational nature of all people, so our humanity is an end in itself that must always be treated as such (G 4:429). Let’s look more closely at this argument.

2. The Premise

Most of the discussion of Kant’s proof has been focused on:

Premise (P) – Each rational agent necessarily conceives of her own rational nature as an end in itself and does so on the same grounds as every other rational agent.

Why does Kant think that we all necessarily regard ourselves in this way, and for the same reasons? Various interpretations of his premise have been proposed, but each has its costs. (P1) One possibility is that we see our rational nature as an end in itself because our non-rational inclinations lead us to do so. We may derive great pleasure and happiness from seeing our rational nature as an objective end, and thinking of our rational nature merely as a thing or tool may cause us great pain and unhappiness, so it is ‘necessary’ (G 4:429) that we see ourselves as objective ends in the sense that our empirical psychological makeup inevitably moves us to do so. This would also be a ‘subjective’ (G 4:429) principle in the sense that it is a principle that is acted on by a person and based on inclinations. As an empirical generalization, however, this claim is doubtful and anyway it cannot play the requisite role in Kant’s proof, as we will see, so we have some reason to look for other interpretations of the Premise.
(P₂) A second way of understanding the Premise is that rational agents necessarily conceive of their own rational nature as an end in itself on the grounds that rational nature per se is an end in itself.¹¹ If rational nature is an objective, intrinsic, and agent-neutral value – one that everyone has reason to respect – then perhaps it is part of being a rational agent that one see oneself as possessing that value. The point of Kant’s proof, on this view, is not to derive the value of humanity from the way we regard ourselves; rather, the argument is meant to convince people of what is already true, namely that rational nature has objective worth. That is, we can distinguish between interpretations of Kant’s proof that purport to reveal an epistemic priority of the Premise over the Conclusion and those that regard our rational self-conception as taking normative priority over how we ought to conceive of others. We may come to learn that the rational nature of others is an end in itself on the basis of reflecting on how we see ourselves, but proponents of P₂ claim that we are morally justified in valuing our rational nature as an end in itself because rational nature in general is an end in itself. This interpretation of Kant’s proof may even fit his inferential vocabulary if we interpret those terms loosely, as part of an epistemic argument that is meant to show conscientious people that ‘the most reasonable way of understanding what we are doing and thinking’ is that we and others have an objective value (Wood 2008: 90). Yet it may seem to some that Kant is using ‘therefore’ and ‘hence’ because he thinks there is a normative priority of the Premise about how we conceive of ourselves over the Conclusion about the value we must attribute to others, which fits with his suggestive theme that duties to oneself are the foundation of duties to others. A further difficulty with any reading of Kant that assumes an antecedent intrinsic value is Kant’s well-known claims that the various statements of the Categorical Imperative, including FH, is not justified on the basis of objective values – he says, for example: ‘the concept of good and evil must not be determined before the
moral law (for which, as it would seem, this concept would have to be made the basis) but only (as was done here) after it and by means of it’ (CPrR 5:63).

(P₃) The most influential account of why Kant thinks rational agents necessarily view themselves as objective ends is the clever and vexing ‘regress argument’ of Christine Korsgaard and Allen Wood. They interpret Kant as follows: When we set ends, which we must do in order for there to be rational action and a Categorical Imperative at all, we take those ends to be objectively good in the sense that all rational agents have reasons to value our own ends just because we set them. It is not just that we regard our ends as good for us, we see them as ‘the object of every rational will’ (Korsgaard 1996a: 120). We necessarily regard our ends as objectively valuable and take the source of their value to be our endorsement of them, so it follows that we must regard our capacity to set ends (i.e. our rational nature) as unconditionally and objectively good, that is, as an end in itself.

A lingering problem with this argument is whether we really do attribute objective value to the non-rational ends we set or whether instead we see our attaining our ends as good for us without yet presupposing that we automatically generate reasons for others to respond favorably to our personal plans and projects – having a project of finishing Robert Caro’s multi-part biography of Lyndon Johnson may generate certain reasons for me to do so but if we do not add an additional moral principle of, say, beneficence then it is difficult to see why all rational agents have reason to help me get to reading or see my finishing the books as good tout court as opposed to good for me. A further issue is why we must regard our capacity to set ends as objectively and unconditionally valuable even if it is the source and condition of our objectively valuable ends – Elvis may have the power to make things objectively good by touching them, but it does not seem to follow that this capacity is objectively good in itself even if its deliverances
are good in virtue of his touch.\textsuperscript{15} Finally, Korsgaard and Wood disagree about whether the regress argument is supposed to \textit{establish} that someone’s rational nature is objectively and unconditionally valuable or whether setting ends merely commits a rational person to \textit{regarding} or \textit{seeing} her rational nature as having that sort of value, which it has whether she recognizes it or not. In other words, does setting ends \textit{make} that capacity an end in itself or is it already an end in itself and rational reflection in the form of the regress argument \textit{reveals} this antecedent value to us?\textsuperscript{16} Wood’s epistemic rendering of the regress argument makes Kant’s Premise a more sophisticated version of the previous interpretation (P\textsubscript{2}) whereas Korsgaard intends the regress argument as a moral justification of that claim.

\textbf{(P\textsubscript{4})} A fourth way of understanding the Premise is that it is simply part of our rational nature to regard our humanity as an end in itself because we have autonomy of the will.\textsuperscript{17} In the footnote to his proof of FH, Kant claims that the reason why we take our rational nature to be an end in itself is given in \textit{Groundwork 3}. There he argues that rational agents by necessity acknowledge that they have autonomy of the will. A rational person ‘necessarily conceives his own existence’ (G 4:429) in this way, as an end in itself, and he does so, according to this interpretation, on the same grounds as other rational agents, namely that he possesses autonomy of the will. If we ask why it is a necessary part of being a rational person that one conceive one’s rational nature as an end in itself because one has autonomy of the will, we may find that Kant did not attempt to argue directly for the Premise or explicitly explain why he thinks it is true, choosing instead to leave its justification to ordinary moral understandings about the nature of a rational and reasonable person and perhaps also to the Fact of Reason (CPrR 5:151-2; 5:155-6). Kant’s view may have been that once we understand the Premise in this way, no further justification for it is needed.\textsuperscript{18}
3. The inference

Kant’s inference from the Premise to his Conclusion has also been understood in a variety of ways:

Conclusion – Therefore, all rational agents must conceive of one another’s rational nature as an end in itself.

How (if at all) might we explain the move from each of the four interpretations of the Premise we just discussed to the conclusion that we are all committed to regarding rational nature in others as an end in itself?

(C1) Even if we assume that all rational agents unavoidably conceive of themselves as ends in themselves because doing so contributes to their happiness, as P1 claims, it does not logically follow that they must regard one another as ends in themselves. Just because we may desire the same thing, say happiness, this does not give us any reason to satisfy that desire, according to Kant, which means that while conceiving of one another as ends in ourselves may contribute to general happiness, this alone could not make us ends in ourselves (G 4:431).

Moreover, the Conclusion is supposed to be a universal principle, which Kant thinks cannot be established on the basis of empirical generalizations (G 4:431). In order for Kant’s proof to succeed, therefore, his Premise must say that we are rationally required to conceive of ourselves as ends in ourselves, rather than that we do so merely on the basis of empirical inclinations.

(C2) Suppose next that we assume that rational agents necessarily conceive of their own rational nature as an end in itself on the grounds that rational nature per se is an end in itself. If rational nature is an intrinsic, agent-neutral and objective value then we have reasons to regard it in ourselves and others as such. The role of Kant’s ‘proof’ would then be to elucidate and reveal
this objective value to rational persons who may be biased and distracted by the splendor of their own rational nature and need reminding that the rational nature of others has objective worth as well. I have already suggested, however, some reasons why interpreters of Kant may be reluctant to understand him as appealing to a value of this sort as a starting-point in his moral framework.

(C3) We can consider the inference from the remaining two versions of the Premise (P3 and P4) together because the same problem arises when we try to derive the Conclusion from either of them. Suppose it is part of our rational nature to conceive of our own rational nature as an end in itself on the basis of our capacity to set ends (P3) or on the basis of our autonomy of the will (P4). Kant’s proof could then be understood as addressed to any rational agent, pointing out to him that other rational agents have the same characteristics that, as he sees it, make his rational nature an end in itself. Because there is no relevant difference between his rational nature and those of others, he must therefore conceive of their rational nature as an end in itself as well. If this argument were successful, it would show that it is a necessary feature of rational agency to conceive of humanity in general as an end in itself, and it would do so without appealing to an already existing, agent-neutral value.

This argument is not air-tight, however, because of the possibility of a rational agent who conceives of his humanity as an end in itself because it is his own. When someone is pressed by this version of Kant’s proof to explain why he does not value rational nature in others given that he values his own, we can imagine him consistently claiming that there is indeed a relevant difference between his humanity and that of others, which is that his rational nature is his, it belongs to him, he is in charge of it. For such a person, part of what makes him regard his rational nature as an end in itself is that it is his, so valuing his humanity on these grounds does
not commit him to valuing rational nature that is not his own. I will have more to say about this case in the next section, but for now what it shows is that if Kant’s proof is interpreted in this way, it commits what might be called the *self-regarding fallacy*, which is to erroneously claim that if someone values a feature of themselves then they must value that same feature in others, for someone may value a personal characteristic on grounds that include an ineliminable back-reference to that agent. If I value my happiness and I can find no relevant difference between it and the happiness of others then I may be committed to valuing the happiness of others as well, but if I value my happiness because it is *mine* then I am not thereby committed to valuing the happiness of others. In order for Kant’s proof to establish the conclusion that all rational agents must conceive of rational nature in others as an end in itself, we need rational grounds for incorporating this possibility into the argument or for setting it aside.

Commentators on Kant’s proof are well aware of the self-regarding fallacy, so even when they do not discuss in detail someone who conceives of his rational nature as an end in itself for reasons that contain essential reference to himself, most of them assume there must be resources in Kant for handling this possibility.21 One response has been to look back to the ‘regress argument’ and claim that because our self-regarding agent has the capacity to set objective ends, he is rationally required to value his rational nature as an end in itself, but because others have that same power to set objective ends, he must conceive of their rational nature as an end in itself as well. This does not avoid the self-regarding fallacy, however. If we suppose for now that in setting ends this person makes them objectively valuable in the sense that his ends provide reasons to everyone, he may just consistently deny that others have this same power that, as he sees it, only he possesses. Other agents can set their own *personal* ends, make plans, and form commitments, he may admit, while denying that they can set *objective* ends, so he can conclude
that their end-setting by itself does not provide him or anyone else with any reasons whatsoever. This would certainly be a ‘remarkable feat of egocentrism’, to judge that only he possesses the power to set *objective* ends on grounds that *he* set them, but if his stance is possible and so-far not irrational then the regress argument would only commit him to regarding his own humanity as an end in itself, not the humanity of others.\(^{22}\)

A second response is to claim that this self-regarding agent is somehow irrational and so excluded from Kant’s proof, which only describes how *rational* agents must regard humanity in themselves and others. But how is he irrational? It is conceivable that this person does not violate any of the most widely accepted formal requirements of rationality – his beliefs may be consistent and his self-regard may not involve failures of instrumental rationality, for example. Such a person, we can assume, satisfies all self-regarding rational requirements included in Kant’s ethical system – he values his rational nature as an end in itself, he avoids servility, practices self-improvement, and so on. This person certainly violates the Formula of Humanity, but that is the fundamental rational requirement that Kant is attempting to argue for in this context. As we will see, however, perhaps some progress can be made if we add that in order to be rational an agent must also be committed to the Formula of Universal Law, which Kant has immediately argued for prior to his proof of FH.

A third way to try to avoid the self-regarding fallacy is to appeal to common moral understandings in an attempt to set aside the outlier case of someone who genuinely regards his rational nature as an end in itself because it is *his*. Such a person is clearly morally defective, so he may not be the kind of person we have to convince that humanity in general is an end in itself – we may wonder whether a good person could sincerely have and maintain such an attitude. It may be enough for Kant’s purposes to show reasonable, conscientious people that they have
good and sufficient reasons to treat humanity as an end in itself. Kant’s proof may not be an attempt to fend off every logical possibility; it may instead be meant as a reasonable interpretation of ourselves and how we think and act (Wood 2008: 96-97).

Finally, Korsgaard (1996a: 122) and Dean (2006: 128-9) draw on some vague suggestions Kant makes in the Critique of Practical Reason that ‘a universal law of nature makes everything harmonious,’ to argue that if the Categorical Imperative merely required everyone to regard her own rational nature as an end in itself, but not others, then the ‘most extreme opposite of harmony would follow, the worst conflict’ because ‘the will of all has not one and the same object but each has his own’ (CPrR 5:28). My reconstruction of Kant’s proof appeals to some of these same ideas, but it is worth noting that the context of the passage they cite is very different from the one in which Kant gives his proof for the Formula of Humanity, so it is difficult to see how one bears on the other. In the Second Critique passages, Kant is concerned with how a universal principle of pursuing one’s own happiness would bring disharmony and conflict because we will inevitably desire the same things as others. It is less clear what sort of harmony, if any, he thinks must exist when it comes to valuing rational nature. A moral principle allowing everyone to pursue her own happiness would, according to Kant, result in ‘complete annihilation of the maxim itself and its purpose’, which suggests that certain kinds of disharmony involve failures to satisfy the Formula of Universal Law, so insofar as these passages are relevant to Kant’s proof, they point towards a strategy that appeals to FUL. Kant could also be appealing to a sort of harmony that is involved in natural teleology, but there is deep disagreement about whether Kant’s views about natural teleology play such a foundational role in his moral theory.
Having surveyed the main contenders for interpreting Kant’s proof of the Formula of Humanity and noted potential problems with each, some of us may find ourselves in the following position. We would like, if at all possible, to find an interpretation of Kant’s argument for FH that (1) does not rely on empirical premises about our psychological make-up or what we happen to desire, (2) does not assume that rational nature is already an intrinsic, agent-neutral and objective value but instead (3) attempts to justify that as a conclusion while (4) avoiding the self-regarding fallacy of inferring that everyone must regard rational nature as an end in itself because all rational agents conceive of their own rational nature in that way, for some of them may see their humanity as objectively valuable in part because it is theirs. Others may wish to pursue one of the other strategies, and perhaps these are other options available that (5) do not treat the proof as an utter failure. I now wish to suggest an alternative interpretation of Kant’s argument for the Formula of Humanity that satisfies these five desiderata better than these others.

4. Rational self-regard and regard for others

Someone who treats her rational nature as an end in itself because it is hers is usually regarded as a relatively unimportant and outlier case, a mere logical possibility that need not trouble good and conscientious people who are sincerely interested in explaining the objective value of humanity. According to the interpretation of Kant’s proof I propose, this sort of person lies at the heart of what Kant intends his argument to accomplish, which is to explain why someone who values her own rational nature as an end in itself because it is hers but who is also willing to reciprocate with those who are willing to reciprocate with her should also value the humanity of others as an objective end. As we shall see, Kant does not mean to refute the radical egoist, who values only himself and his own interests, nor the solipsist, who denies that there are
other rational agents besides herself – both types of person are excluded by the Premise as irrational. Kant instead pursues a strategy familiar from the social contract tradition, which is to appeal to a thin principle of mutuality, in the form of the Formula of Universal Law, to bridge the gap between substantive rational self-regard and substantive rational regard for others. The basic idea is this: From my perspective as a rational agent, I value my humanity as an end in itself because it is mine and you value yours in the same way because it is yours, but we are also rationally committed to acting only on maxims that each of us could will as universal laws. My rational self-regard requires that I reject any maxim that permits you or anyone else from disregarding or disparaging my rational nature and the same is true of you. Therefore, all rational agents could will the maxim that humanity in oneself and others must be treated as an end in itself.

Let’s look again at the passage where Kant gives his proof of FH. Kant starts off with the claim that a representative rational agent, say R, necessarily conceives of his own rational nature as an end in itself. Doing so is necessary for R, not as a matter of his empirical psychology, but in the sense that it is rationally necessary for R to regard his own humanity as an end in itself. This means that R is rationally committed and disposed to conceive of his own rational nature as objectively valuable and if he were fully rational he would succeed at always treating himself accordingly. Kant describes this way of regarding himself as a subjective principle of human action in order to indicate that the principle is not only a principle on which R acts but is also about R himself. On my construal, R does not automatically make the non-rational ends he sets objectively valuable, as proponents of the regress argument claim, but it is part of his nature as a rational agent to conceive of his own humanity as an end in itself, which he does by treating it as ‘above all price’ and ‘without equivalents’, showing himself proper respect and avoiding
servility, standing up for himself and insisting that others not ridicule or humiliate him, developing his talents, and otherwise satisfying his duties to himself. Kant’s proof of FH therefore begins with duties to oneself as part of the foundation of duties to others.

Kant next claims that every other rational being conceives of his or her own rational nature as an end in itself. I have followed the common practice of formulating this part of Kant’s proof in terms of the way all rational agents conceive of their humanity, but it is worth emphasizing that Kant actually begins the relevant passage by describing how a particular representative rational agent conceives of himself. He does so, I suggest, in order to signal that the argument is addressed to the first-person perspective of someone who conceives of his own humanity as having absolute worth but wonders why, if at all, he should view the rational nature of others in that way as well. If Kant can give this person sufficient reasons to have proper regard for humanity in others then he will have explained to each one of us, from our own rational standpoints, why we should do so as well, which is just the approach we would expect from a contractualist style of argument.

We are then told that each of us regards our own rational nature as an end in itself ‘on the same rational ground’ as everyone else. What is this ground supposed to be, why is it that rational agents, in virtue of their nature as such, supposedly regard our own humanity as objectively valuable? Kant’s vague footnote tells us that these grounds will be more fully described in the final chapter, so we must briefly turn to *Groundwork* 3. His line of reasoning there is notoriously difficult, but among the parts of it that Kant could be alluding to as the grounds that lead rational agents to regard their humanity as an end in itself, the most plausible one is his claim that rational agents have autonomy of the will.
Autonomy of the will

Kant argues that rational agents must act ‘under the Idea of freedom’ (G 4:448) by taking ourselves to be free in the negative sense that our wills can do things ‘independently of alien causes determining it’ (G, 4.446). Because our contingent interests and sensibilities cannot ground moral laws that are universal and rationally necessary (G 4:446-7), Kant argues that having negative freedom entails having autonomy of the will, which is the capacity to will unconditional and rationally necessary principles for ourselves and others, independent of our inclinations, as part of a moral community in which we are all author and subject of those laws (G 4:440). When Kant says that we each conceive of our rational nature as an end in itself on the same rational grounds and points us to *Groundwork* 3 for those grounds, he evidently means that a constitutive feature of having autonomy of the will is that an agent values his own rational nature as an end in itself, not because he values rational nature in general, but because it is his rational nature and he has autonomous control over it.

Why might it be a constitutive feature of an autonomous agent that she conceives of her humanity as an end in itself? Kant may not have said enough about why he thinks this claim is true, and perhaps he would refer to the Fact of Reason and urge that we treat it as a substantive yet ungrounded starting point – his view may be that moral inquiry begins with how we are rationally disposed to treat ourselves and proceeds to explain how we must treat others as well.

Yet Kant’s conception of autonomy may provide some additional clues about why he thinks someone who has autonomy of the will necessarily values her humanity as an end in itself. Autonomous wills are in part self-regarding. An agent can only will for herself and set her own ends, but it is impossible to do this for others (MM 6:381); she has most direct authority over herself rather than anyone else, much as a political constitutions governs the society it belongs to.
rather than other societies that it can nonetheless stand in certain relations to; and an autonomous will can only develop and perfect its own rational powers, not those of others (MM 6:444-5). An autonomous will is described as fundamentally ‘a law unto itself’ rather than a law governing the wills of other rational agents. If an autonomous will is, at least initially, concerned with itself then it is plausible that such a will is disposed to preserve, protect, develop and respect its own rational nature, and otherwise treat its humanity an end in itself.

An autonomous will is not wholly self-regarding, however, for it also accepts as its most fundamental principle to will moral laws for human beings that are justifiable to all in light of their self-regarding rational interests. Kant describes this Principle of Autonomy in Groundwork 3 as the ‘formula of the Categorical Imperative’ to act ‘on no other maxim than one that can also have [itself as] a universal law for its object’ (G 4:447).24 The unconditional moral imperatives that an autonomous will legislates are always the same because they are not willed on the basis of inclinations, personal tastes or preferences but instead are willed in virtue of essential rational interests of that rational, autonomous agents. These interests include protecting and developing our rational powers, securing the ability to exercise our autonomous will, preventing others from degrading, humiliating or subjugating us, and so on, all within the bounds of moral laws that are justifiable to all.

Kant’s idea of autonomy therefore includes the two essential features of a contractualist theory, namely a set of self-regarding interests and a principle of reciprocity requiring each to act in ways that are acceptable to all in light of those interests.25

Kant’s reference to autonomy helps to clarify the purpose of his proof of the Formula of Humanity. Kant is not attempting to convince the solipsist that there are other minds or agents in the world, for he argues that we are rationally committed to recognizing others as having
autonomy of the will, which means we must regard them as having essential self-regarding rational interests along with a fundamental disposition, which we share, to reciprocate with one another (G 4:447-8). Nor is Kant addressing the radical egoist, who cares only for his own interests, because an autonomous will is fundamentally committed to reciprocating with others. His proof is instead meant to convince a rationally self-regarding and autonomous person who conceives of her own rational nature as an end in itself and is committed to acting in ways that are justifiable to others in light of their self-regarding rational interests, but wonders how more specifically she should treat them and, in particular, why she should regard their rational nature as an end in itself as well.

**Formula of Universal Law**

Supposing rational agents with autonomy of the will necessarily regard their own rational nature as an end in itself, why should they regard the humanity of one another as an end in itself as well? On my interpretation of Kant’s proof, the transition from the Premise to the Conclusion is mediated by the Formula of Universal Law, interpreted as a contractualist principle of reciprocity or mutuality.

Consider the place of Kant’s argument for the Formula of Humanity in the overall argumentative structure of *Groundwork 2*. In that chapter, Kant begins with our common notion of duty and concludes that we are subject to moral duties if and only if we are rational agents with autonomy of the will. Immediately prior to his discussion of the Formula of Humanity, Kant has concluded that our common notion of duty presupposes that the supreme moral principle is the Formula of Universal Law: ‘Act only on that maxim by which you can at the same time will that it should become a universal law’ (G 4:421). It is reasonable to expect that subsequent steps in Kant’s overall Groundwork 2 argument could then appeal to that conclusion,
which Kant takes to have been established. Therefore, having argued that rational agents conceive of their own rational nature as an end in itself, Kant can invoke FUL to explain why they should regard the humanity of others as objectively valuable as well.

Interpretations of FUL differ, but one common problem is to specify the standards that determine whether or not someone can will a maxim as a universal law. These standards are not merely a matter of what people happen to want or contingent factors about their psychology but instead specify reasons for what we can and cannot rationally will. Various standards have been proposed: a rational agent wills the ‘normal and predictable results’ of his actions, he avoids undermining his own purposes, he takes the necessary means to his ends or gives up his ends, or wills the capacity for effective willing. Whatever these standards turn out to be, when deciding whether he can rationally legislate or will his proposed maxim as a universal law, a rational agent looks for an inconsistency between, on the one hand, his maxim, along with its typical and foreseeable results, underlying purposes, or any other necessary means it may involve, and, on the other, everyone acting or being permitted to act in that way. Commentators disagree about how well these various views fit the text, whether all of them actually specify standards of practical reason, and whether they can generate all of the moral duties that seem evidently correct.

Thomas E. Hill (2002b) has proposed that standards of rational willing include, along with formal ones of consistency and coherence, substantive requirements about what ends a rational person must will. He argues that these substantive standards should be imported from other formulations of the Categorical Imperative, particularly FH. If rational agents necessarily treat humanity in themselves and others as an end in itself then any proposed maxim that, when universalized, would be incompatible with regarding humanity in this way cannot be legislated
or willed as a universal law by any rational agent. According to Hill, what a rational agent could will as a universal law is what she would will as a universal if she were fully rational. Hill supplements FUL with Kant’s claim that rational agents are rationally committed to treating humanity as an end in itself, but our concern has been whether Kant has an argument that rational agents must regard one another in this way.

A different but related strategy for incorporating substantive requirements of rational willing is to interpret FUL as a principle of moral contractualism that require us to act only in ways that are justifiable to everyone, where the rational standards of justifiability are either formal or substantive and self-regarding. More specifically, a person should not act on a maxim that, if universally adopted, could not be rationally willed by each and every rational agent in light of what they each rationally will for themselves. If the universal counterpart of someone’s maxim conflicts with the rational self-regard of another agent then that maxim is impermissible. Rational agents are committed to their own rational interests but they are also willing to reciprocate with other rational agents in the sense that they will constrain themselves by principles that are acceptable to everyone.

What, then, are the self-regarding and substantive standards of rational willing that determine whether a maxim can willed as universal law? As I see it, Kant fills in these rational interests by specifying, in his proof of FH, that a rational agent necessarily regards her humanity as an end in itself. Regarding oneself in this way not only involves acting accordingly toward oneself but also standing up for oneself with others, insisting that they treat one’s humanity as an end in itself and refusing to allow oneself to be treated as a relative end. A rational agent is therefore committed to acting only on maxims that can be willed as universal law by all rational
agents in virtue of their self-regarding rational standards, including the rational interest we all share in treating our own humanity as an end in itself.

**The argument**

Kant claims that the Principle of Autonomy and FUL are somehow equivalent (G 4.436), and interpretations of both formulations differ, but a person who has autonomy of the will is committed to the Categorical Imperative in both forms. As I read Kant’s proof, a rational agent conceives of her humanity as an end in itself because she has autonomy of the will. As an autonomous agent, she is also committed to acting only on maxims that are acceptable to all rational agents in virtue of their self-regarding rational standards. Any principle that permitted the rational nature of someone to be treated as anything other than an end in itself is inconsistent with the self-regarding rational commitments of such a person – no one could rationally accept a moral principle that permitted others to treat her as a relative end. Each rational agent could rationally will or legislate, therefore, a principle that says that rational nature in oneself and others must be treated as an end in itself, for this principle is consistent with each person having proper regard for herself. A rational agent, in other words, is rationally disposed to ensure that others treat her rational nature as an end in itself, but she is also willing to act on principles that are, in a sense, acceptable to all, so rational agents must treat humanity in one another as an end in itself. That, as I see it, is how Kant’s proof of FH proceeds.

More formally, we can express the argument as follows:

(Premise 1) Each rational agent necessarily conceives of her own rational nature as an end in itself and does so because of her own autonomous will.

(Premise 2) Rational agents are necessarily committed to acting only on maxims that can be willed or legislated as universal law by self-regarding rational agents.
(Conclusion) Therefore, because no rational agent can rationally will a universal law that allows others to treat her as anything other than an end in herself, all rational agents must conceive of one another’s rational nature as an end in itself.

This argument satisfies the four criteria I defined. (1) It avoids empirical premises about what we contingently want along with (2) assumptions about antecedent and agent-neutral values. (3) My reconstruction attempts to establish as a conclusion that all rational agents have reasons to treat one another’s rational nature as an end in itself on the basis of an assumption about how agents regard themselves. (4) It avoids the self-regarding fallacy by assuming that rational agents are not only rationally self-regarding but are also deeply committed to reciprocating and giving the same to others. And, (5) my reconstruction shows Kant’s proof of FH to be forceful and philosophically interesting.

Conclusion

What this argument establishes, if it is successful, is a ‘thin’ version of FH, one that is essentially equivalent to FUL but emphasizing that we are to treat others in ways that they can rationally share. FH does not tell us much about what, in particular, it takes to treat rational nature as an end in itself. Yet in the *Metaphysics of Morals* Kant seems to invoke a ‘thick’ version of FH, one that has specific implications for how to treat humanity in oneself and others that go beyond the basic contractualist requirement to treat others in ways that are compatible with their rational self-regard. Some commentators handle this apparent gap by deflating the specific duties that are supposed to derive from FH (or its near equivalent, the Supreme Principle of the Doctrine of Virtue) or else they read a thick version of FH back into the *Groundwork* in a way that obscures how it can be equivalent to FUL.
The argumentative strategy I have proposed offers a unified account of these matters because the generality of its conclusions can vary depending on how specifically the self-regarding standards of rational willing are stated. In the *Groundwork*, where Kant tries to seek out and justify the supreme principle of morality, he presents FH as a thin principle that derives from FUL and a very general rational requirement to treat one’s rational nature as an end in itself, without filling in the details about how, in particular, to treat oneself in that way. As I argue elsewhere, we find Kant in the *Metaphysics of Morals* using the same strategy by clarifying what is involved in treating one’s own rational nature as an end in itself and then employing FUL to derive duties of beneficence and respect for others.\(^3\) For example, Kant claims that we are rationally required to pursue our own happiness (although he emphasizes that we have no duty to do so) and we are rationally required to maintain our self-respect and avoid servility. As embodied rational agents, we must therefore will that others sometimes help us to achieve our ends and refrain from undermining our self-respect, because these are rationally necessary in order for us to achieve our rationally required self-regarding ends. Each of us is also committed to FUL, so we can will universal laws requiring beneficence and respect for others (MM 6:393; 6:462).

According to Kant, the basic moral requirement to treat humanity in others as an end in itself, along with specific other-regarding duties about how in particular to do so, are those that can be willed by all rational agents as universal laws in virtue of their duties to themselves as self-regarding rational agents.
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3 Sometimes commentators represent Kant’s proof as having two premises, the first saying that a rational agent necessarily conceives of his rational nature as an end in itself, and the second saying that all rational agents conceive of themselves as ends in themselves and do so for the same reasons. According to the other views I discuss, this first premise is unnecessary or redundant.

4 (Timmermann 2006a; Reath 1998; Potter 2002; Denis 1997)

5 Kant goes on to argue that the Categorical Imperative can also be represented as the Principle of Autonomy ‘the Idea of the will of every rational being as a will that legislates universal law’ (G 4:431). He leaves open at the end of this chapter the possibility that the idea of a Categorical Imperative may be an illusion, leaving *Groundwork* 3 to argue that morality is not illusory by showing that we really have autonomy of the will of the sort presupposed by our common notion of duty.

6 Christine Korsgaard (1996a) and Allen Wood (1999); (2008), for example, think our rational nature is the power to set ends, Jens Timmermann (2006b) claims that it is the capacity to set moral ends; Richard Dean (2006) argues that having humanity is having a firm and expressed commitment to act morally; Barbara Herman (1993) and Onora O’Neill (1990c) claim that our rational nature is our capacity for moral deliberation and action; and Thomas E. Hill (1992) suggests that humanity is a broader set of rational capacities and dispositions of theoretical, prudential and moral reason.

7 At one end of this spectrum are O’Neill (1990a), Engstrom (2009) and Sensen (2009), on the other end are Wood (1999); (2008) while Hill (1992), and Korsgaard (1996a) seem to fall somewhere in the middle of these extremes.

8 Alan Donagan (1977) and Thomas E. Hill (2000); (2003) have been admirably working on this project.

9 (Mill 2003: 210) There are notorious problems with Mill’s argument, not the least of which is the move from desiring my own happiness to it being good for me and, as we will see, the move from my happiness being good to me to the general happiness being good to the aggregate of everyone. Others have noted the similarities between these arguments in Mill and Kant (Sayre-McCord 2001; Paton 1948; Wood 1999; 2008; Hill 2002a; Haerzrahi 1962).

10 Adrienne Martin (2006: 102, 14) endorses this proposal but looks to Kant’s footnote and *Groundwork* 3 for further rational grounds for conceiving of ourselves in this way. Paul Guyer (2000: 162-3) advocates for this view as well but thinks Kant’s proof is an utter failure.

11 (Sayre-McCord 2001; Wood 1999; 2008)

12 Allen Wood, who has developed an impressive, subtle and sophisticated interpretation of Kant’s ethical theory that regards rational nature as an ungrounded, intrinsic and agent-neutral value, is well aware of this and other passages in which Kant seems to prioritize the ‘right’ over the ‘good’ (2008: 155). My primary aim here is not to refute this view but rather to see if there is a different interpretation of Kant’s Proof for those who agree that rational nature is a thick and substantive value but think that it must somehow be grounded in the Categorical Imperative rather than the other way around.

13 (Korsgaard 1996a; Wood 1999; 2008) For discussion and criticism see (Arroyo 2011; Dean 2006; Denis 2007; Martin 2006; Bruton 2000; Kerstein 2002; 2009; Schneewind 1998)

14 Agent-relative reasons, as they are sometimes called, are reasons with an ineliminable back-reference to the agent who has the reason – that my brother needs money may be a reason for me to give him a loan but it may not be a reason for others to do so – whereas an agent-neutral reason is a reason with no such back-reference – that someone is in pain is a reason for anyone to help them (Petit 1987; Parfit 1984; Nagel 1978). There are certainly texts that seem to support the claim that in setting ends we take them to generate agent-neutral reasons (e.g. G 4:412-14; 4:423; 4:430; MM 6:393, CPRR 5:74) but my reconstruction of Kant’s proof involves a different way of understanding the role of agent-relative reasons in Kant’s ethical theory that may fit these passages as well.
This case is generalized from an example of Geoff Sayre-McCord’s in which a pink Cadillac at Graceland is extrinsically valuable because Elvis touched it. This discussion also draws on Martin (2006); Hill (1992).

Allen Wood’s (2008: 94-6) position on this issue is complicated. Wood does not think we ‘confer’ value on things, as Korsgaard suggests, but he does think that rational nature is the sole ‘source’ of objective value. If rational nature is the only objective, intrinsic and agent-neutral good then other things are also good in virtue of their relation and contribution to this original good, things like food, shelter, education, etc., which are then good whether or not we actually set them as ends. Kant’s proof and the regress argument, as Wood sees it, does not establish or demonstrate that rational nature is an end in itself, as it is meant to for Korsgaard; it merely shows us that in setting ends we presuppose an objective value that is already there, which presumably means that even if our practices were different, our rational nature would still be an end in itself. If this is correct, Wood’s position may be closer to the third way of justifying the Premise.

Martin attempts to combine all four interpretations by suggesting that every time we act, we conceive of ourselves as having and acting from a sort of autonomy that we see as an ultimate and unconditional end, which, according to her, implies that ‘to be autonomous is (inter alia) to be an end in itself’ (Martin 2006: 116). Her view is interesting in its own right, but she is explicit that her conception of autonomy is not Kant’s, so as it stands her view is not a suitable enough interpretation of Kant’s proof. One might also worry that if autonomy is understood as identification with one’s core values then seemingly genuine actions involving weakness of will either block her regress argument or they are implausibly excluded from being actions at all. A further concern is whether autonomy in this sense is an unconditional end that we act for in all circumstances – sometimes, it seems, we should give up our core values if they are immoral.

There may be other rational grounds, independent of Kant’s proof of FH, for his claim that all rational agents must conceive of one another’s rational nature as an end in itself.

Martin (2006: 116) identifies these two features of contractualism and discusses them in the social contract theorists.

For discussion about whether or not FUL is a principle of requirement or permissibility see (Pogge 1998) who cites unpublished work of Thomas M. Scanlon.

Kant at various places says that the formulas of the Categorical Imperative are equivalent, but he also often treats them as separate principles. My contractualist reading offers a promising way of approaching this complicated issue. Focusing on FUL and FH, I interpret FUL as a contractualist principle that basically requires us to act in ways that are justifiable to others. By itself, however, FUL does not specify the standards of rational willing that determine whether a person could accept a moral principle or not, so we also need to specify the self-regarding fundamental interests of such persons (analogously, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau and Rawls all define fundamental interests in virtue of which proposed principles are acceptable to agents). In his proof of FH, Kant specifies at a general and abstract level a fundamental rational interest, which is to treat one’s own rational nature as an end in itself. This self-regarding feature of rational nature is then combined with FUL (as I understand it) to generate FH, which is a principle requiring humanity in oneself and others to be treated as an end in itself. FUL and FH are therefore separate principles, but they are also, in a sense, equivalent because FUL plus a rational requirement to treat one’s own humanity as an end in itself entails FH.

(Cureton Forthcoming)